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On complex affine surfaces with C+-action

Karl-Heinz Fieseler

0. Introduction

The subject of this paper is the classification of normal complex affine surfaces

endowed with a nontnvial action of the additive group C+ as well as certain aspects
of their topology Such surfaces hâve already been studied by Miyamshi in [6] and

[7], on the one hand from an algebraic point of view by looking at itérative Systems

of higher order dérivations (in arbitrary charactentic) and on the other side by
investigating &quot;cyhnderhke&quot; affine surfaces, î e surfaces which admit non-empty
open subsets of the forai Z x C

One goal hère is to complète that picture in the compiex case As a cyhnderhke
surface a normal affine C+-surface can be constructed from a product Z x C, Z a

smooth affine curve, and C+ acting by translation on the second factor, by
replacing in the fibration prz Z x C -» Z a fimte number of orbits by &quot;exceptional

fibres&quot; Since there is no twistmg over the affine curve Z, the resultmg surface V is

uniquely determined by the germs of C+ -invariant neighbourhoods of the glued m
exceptional fibres

But in contrast to the reductive group C* 1}, those fibres may be non-connected
In order to deal with non-connected fibres we replace the base curve Z with a

nonseparated &quot;connected&quot; quotient X, î e the quotient morphism has connected
fibres Over X there is nontnvial twisting, and in fact we obtam already non-trivial
affine C +-principal bundles over X, cf Prop 1 4 they are affine whenever they are
separated Surfaces of this type hâve been used by W Damelewski, to construct his

counterexample to the Zanski cancellation problem, cf [1] and Remark 1 5 The
next step is to investigate the structure near connected exceptional fibres of the
connected quotient n V-*X A first distinction between such fibres n~l(x0) uses

two numencal invariants the multiphcity m ^ 1 of n~l(x0) as fibre of the
morphism n, and îts &quot;fixed point order&quot; \i &gt; 0, î e the vanishing order of the velocity

l} The situation for the multiplicative group C* has been studied m the papers [2] and [3]
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vector field associated to the C +-action along that fibre. For m 1 the morphism
n is near n~{(x0) a projection, i.e. there is a neighbourhood U of x0 such that
n~l(U) [/xC, and jU 0 means that this isomorphism is even equivariant.

For m &gt; 2 we describe explicitly invariant neighbourhoods n~l(U) as quotients
W\Cm, where 1^ is a smooth affine surface without multiple fibres over a Galois
cover Y of U with cyclic Galois group Cm and a ramification point y0 of order m

over jc0. The neighbourhoods n~l(U) are determined up to isomorphism by
C^-orbits in Q{(9Y,yQ)lh~^(9Y,y0, such that the fixed point order \i is coprime to the

order of the isotropy subgroup along that orbit, and the smooth case corresponds
to principal orbits, i.e. those with m éléments, while otherwise there is exactly one

singular point. Hère h dénotes a generator of the maximal idéal myo c 0YyQ.
In particular for the description of invariant neighbourhoods of connected fibres

one needs infinite-dimensional &quot;moduli&quot;, another feature that distinguishes the
additive group C+ from the multiplicative group C*.

Finally the case of nonconnected fibres is as simple as that of C+-principal
bundles: différent models Vt of invariant neighbourhoods n~\U) of connected
fibres can rather arbitrarily be patched together.

In the second section we construct a minimal equivariant compactification V for
a smooth affine C+-surface V and use the information about the divisor at infinity
D := V\ V to compute the singular homology of F, as well as the first homology
group at infinity in the case that no multiple fibres occur. This allows us to
distinguish the topological types of the Danielewski surfaces.

For useful comments and remarks my thanks go to Hanspeter Kraft.

1. Free C+-actions on normal affine surfaces

Let V Sp (A) be a connected normal affine surface. Algebraic C4&quot;-actions

C x V -? F, (t, v) h-* t * v

on V are in one-to-one correspondence with locally nilpotent dérivations
D : A -+A: The comorphisms \x : A -&gt;A[T] associated to a C+-action are exactly
those of the form

with D as above, cf. [7]. The kernel of D is the subalgebra AO-=AC+ of invariant
regular functions, while D2 kills exactly those functions/, which are affine linear on
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every orbit, i.e. /(/ * v) =f{(v)t +fo(v) for every veV and t e C+ with /„ Dnf
«=0,1.

A normal affine surface together with a nontrivial algebraic C4&quot;-action we shall

also call an affine C+-surface. Note that each orbit is either a fîxed point or the

complex Une; the latter being maximal affine it follows that ail orbits are closed.

1.1. LEMMA. For an affine C+-surface V Sp (^4) the algebra Ao of invariant

functions isfinitely generated, and the natural &quot;quotient&quot; morphism q : V Sp (A) -»

Z:=Sp04o) is a surjection onto a smooth curve; furthermore over a nonempty open
subset Z* aZ there is an equivariant isomorphism q~l(Z*) ^Z*xC, where C+
acts by translation on the second factor.

Proof Since the action is nontrivial, we can find a function

/eKer (Z&gt;2)\Ker (Z&gt;). Let V*-.= VDfbe the (invariant) spécial open set where Df
does not vanish; set S--={v e V*;f(v) =0}. Consider the map CxS-»F*,
(t, v) »—? t * v. It is obviously bijective and even an isomorphism, since V* is normal.
In particular S is smooth; so we may consider the smooth projective closure S c Pn

of S and interpret the projection prs : V* -? S as rational map from q : V-+S. We
want to show that it is in fact a morphism: Otherwise it lifts to a morphism V -+ S

with a suitable modification V of V with centre in V\V*; and this lifting restricts

on some irreducible component E of the exceptional fibres to a finite surjective map
E^S.

Every orbit C * v, v e S, is closed in V and V. Consequently the generic point in
E lies isolated in its fibre, which is impossible.

Now let Z-.= q(V). Suppose Z S. Then Ao s (9{Z) C; in particular Dfis a

constant, whence V V* Z x C, a contradiction. Consequently Z as proper
subset of S is affine and Ao ^ $(Z) finitely generated. Finally set Z*-=S cZ.

Dénote by zl5. zs the points zy eZ near which the map q : F-»Z is not
equivariantly locally trivial. By replacing each point z, by as many points

xXj,. xrj as there are connected components in q~l(Zj), we obtain an (in gênerai
non-separated) smooth prevariety X as well as a factorization q =p o n, where
7c : V-+X is C+-invariant with connected fibres and the &quot;séparation morphism&quot;

p : X-+Z is induced by the isomorphism 0(Z) ^ ^(X). We shall call n : K-&gt; Zalso
the connected quotient morphism of V and Z resp. # : V -&gt; Z the separated quotient
(morphism).

More precisely, X is constructed in the following manner: dénote by Z7 c Z an
open neighbourhood of z} containing none of the remaining points zk, h #y,
consider then copies XtJ Z,, 1 ^ / &lt;

rJ9 and glue them together along X* ~Zf :=
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Zj\{zj}. The resulting spaces Xj project onto Z7 via the map pJ9 say; now identify
p~x{ZjC\Zk) and PkX(ZJc\Zk) in the obvious manner.

1.2. LEMMA. If the fibre n ~ x(xQ) ofx0 e X is reduced and h e mXo is a generator
of the maximal idéal mXQc: (9Xxq, then there exists a fieN and an affine open
neighbourhood UofxQ, such that h e (9(U) andn~x(U) is equivariantly isomorphic to
U x C with C4&quot; acting by t * (x, u) «=(#, u + th{xY).

1.3. DEFINITION. For a normal surface F with nontrivial algebraic C +-action

C x F -* F and an invariant irreducible curve C c» F we define the &quot;fixed point
order&quot; /*:=/i(C) as the maximal number n e N such that, over the regular part of
F, the velocity vectorfield associated to the C+-action détermines a section in Jnc0,
where Jc dénotes the idéal sheaf of C and &lt;9 the sheaf of algebraic vectorfields.

Proof. Let us use the notation of the proof of 1.1, set X*-.=p~x(Z*). We choose

an affine neighbourhood U a X* u {jc0} of x0 such that h e(9(U) and x0 is the only
zéro of h in U and consider its inverse image n~l(U) Sp (B).

We use for the induced dérivation on B also the symbol D: Let /i be the biggest
natural number n such that D(B) a hnB, where we identify h and h on.
Obviously the dérivation D&apos;=h^D : B-+B is also locally nilpotent and thus has

an associated C+-action C+ x n~x(U) -&gt;7i~*(£/), (t, v) h-? / ° v - note that t o v

(th(n(v)) &quot;M) * v for v $ n~x(x0). Since n~X(U) is normal and n ~x(x0) reduced, h (or
rather h on) générâtes the idéal of the fibre n~x(x0). Consequently D(B) contains
functions which do not vanish identically on the fibre n~x(x0). Hence it contains or,
being connected, rather equals a nontrivial orbit. In particular, the action o is free
and n~x{U) thus is smooth.

It remains to prove that there is an equivariant isomorphism n~l(U) U x C,
where on the left hand side we consider the action &quot;o&quot; and on the right hand side

translation on the second factor.
This is a well known fact, but because of lack of a good référence we sketch the

argument: We may assume that X U. It suffices to construct a section of n. Over
X* a section a is defined by S c» V*&apos;-=n~x(X*). Now choose a function
a6Â~(9(V) which restricts to a coordinate function on n~x(x0) ^C with
yoen~l(xo) as origin, let Y c* V dénote its set of zéros on V. The condition
g(y) o a(n(y)) y defines a regular function g e (9(Y*) with Y*&gt;= Yr\ F*. Since the
fibre k~x(x0) is reduced, n\Y is étale at y09 and we hâve a surjection
Q{®x,XQ)^Q(®x,Xo)l®x,XQ Q(@Y,yo)l&amp;Y,yQ. We may assume that a preimage b of
the residue class of g e Q(OYtyo) is regular in X*; then the section X* -? F*,
x i-* b(x) o (r(x) extends to a section on the whole of X.
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Let us now consider the case that W V is a smooth affine C+-surface such

that the morphism n : W -+ X is a submersion. Lemma 1.2 tells us what W looks
like locally over X, and it remains the question, which equivariant gluing procédures

of the local models yield an affine surface. This is a local problem with respect
to Z; hence we may assume s 1. We write xt xlX, 1 &lt; / ^ r --= rx. Let h e 0(Z) be

a regular function which vanishes of first order at z, and nowhere else. Furthermore
let C+ act on Xt x C s Z x C by / * (jc, u) (x, u + th(p{x)Y&lt;) with natural num-
bers //, e fU Fix fonctions/, e0(Z*) such that the cocycle relations

/,=0, flk=h^~^ftJ+fjk

are satisfied. Consider then

W= Û X, xC/~
l= 1

with the identification

X.xCs (jc, m) - (*&apos;, «/)eI;xC«&gt;jc=x/ and wr h(p(x)yj ~ *u +/y(/&gt;(x)).

1.4. PROPOSITION. For a surface W as above the following statements are
équivalent:

(i) W is affine.

(ii) W is separated.

(iii) nv.= -ord2l (/,) &gt; 0/br î 4=7, 1 ^ ij £ r.

REMARK. The third condition is équivalent to the fact that none of the maps
Y.j : X* x C -&gt;X* x C, (x, w) h^ (jc, h(p(x))^-^&apos;u +flJ(p(x))) can be extended to a

morphism I,xC-+X;xC.

/ (i) =&gt;(ii): Obvious.

(ii) =&gt; (iii): Suppose W is separated and ord2l (ftJ) &gt; 0 for some indices i and/
Then the point (0,/y(0))eI;xC lies in the closure F:=Jf, x {0}; this is a
contradiction, since q\Y : F-»Z as a birational morphism onto a smooth curve is an
isomorphism.

(iii) =&gt;(i): In order to prove that W is affine we use induction on r. The
case r 1 being trivial we may assume r &gt; 1 as well as ixx ^ jU2 ^ • • • pir. Let
«:=max {nn; 2 &lt; i &lt; r}. Consider the regular funcion g e0{W) with

g(x, u) h(p(x)y(h(p(x)y&gt; -»&lt;u +/fl (/7(jc))) for (x, w) g X, x C.
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We have g\n-i(Xl) 0, and g^-i^, &gt; 0 for some a e C*, if we choose i0 such that
n ntQi. It suffices to show that g : W -*&gt; C is an affine morphism. But this is clear,
since by induction hypothesis the union of at most r — 1 open subspaces

Xt x C c W is affine and

as well as

*-&apos;(C\{a})=( U I,xC) D

Let us for a moment assume that in addition the C+-action is even free. In that
case n : W-+X is a C+-principal bundle, and C+-principal bundles over X are
classified by éléments of the cohomology group H\X, 0); so for an affine base

I^Zwe find W ^X x C. But for a nonseparated base space the condition given
in 1.4 provides us with a lot of nontrivial C+-surfaces. Danielewski used surfaces of
this type to construct his counterexample to the Zariski-cancellation problem, i.e.

he found non-isomorphic varieties W, W\ such that forming their cartesian product
with the complex affine line C one gets isomorphic varieties, cf. [1]. The foliowing
remark is basic for his examples:

1.5. REMARK. Let n : W^X, n&apos; : W-+X be C+-principal bundles with
affine total spaces W, W. Then we have an isomorphism

Proof. In the cartesian square

1&quot; 1&quot;

W &gt;X
n&apos;

ail occuring maps are bundle projections of C+-principal bundles; since W, W are

affine, we have H\W9 (9) 0 H\W\ (9) and thus W xC^W xxW^W xC.

So it remains to find an invariant by means of which we can distinguish between

surfaces W and W of the above type. That invariant will be the first homology
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group at infinity

H?(W)*= lim HX(W\K)
K ce W

which we compute in the second section, cf. Th. 2.4 and 2.5.

Our next aim is to describe C-invariant neighbourhoods of a connected fibre
n&quot;l(x0) of multiplicity m &gt; 2 and fixed point order \x ^ 0 of the quotient map
n : V-&gt;X. Let us first introduce the local models:

1.6. EXAMPLE. Let X be a smooth connected affine curve - so in particular X
is separated hère -, xoe X and \j/ : Y -&gt; X with Y smooth a finite cyclic Galois
covering of order m ^ 2 which is unramified over X*&gt;= X\{x0} and has a ramification

point j0 of order m over x0. After removing finitely many poins ^ x0 from X
we may assume that Y is of the form Y {(x, z)e!xC;zm £(*)} with a regular
function b e ^(X) which générâtes the maximal idéal mXQ c ^^0 and has no other
zéros than jc0, set h &apos;-prc\Y e (9(Y). The Galois group of Y over X is the group Cm

of m-th roots of unity, which acts by multiplication on the second factor, and on
Q((9(Y))byef(y):=f(e-ly).

For Y*&apos;&apos;=i//~l(X*) choose a regular function fe(9{ Y*) of trace Tr(/) =0 in
the field extension Q{(9(Y)) 3 Q((9(X)). Dénote by n the order of the orbit Cm/of
the residue class of/in Q{(9Y,yo)lh~^GY,yo- For FcIxCas described above, we
see, using the isomorphism

Q((9Y,yo) S
0

that for /= 1%~q fvhv this means nothing but: /0 0 and « m// for /:=/(/, ^) •=
gcd (m, v : m ordJCo (/v) + v &lt; - /x).

Let f be the smooth prevariety obtained from Y by replacing the point ;;0 by n

points yx,. ..,yn9 set F,:= r*u{j,}cf with 7*:= r\{^0} and e é&gt;27&quot;/m.

We define Wf (ij/) to be the C-principal bundle over Y defined by the transition
functions

for 1 &lt; i &lt;j &lt; r and y67,uF7= F*, i.e.
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with Y* x C 3 (y, u) ~ (y, u +ftJ{y)) e Y* x C. The fact that the Cm-orbit of the
residue class of/in Q(0Yjo)lh~&apos;A@Ytyo has n éléments implies that for j &gt; i, the

fonction/, has a pôle at y0. So, by 1.4, the variety Wfty) is affine.
We endow Wf (&amp;) with the C+-action t *(y9u)*=(y9u + th(yY) e Yt x C for

(&gt;&gt;, M)er(x C.

Dénote by q:W$ {$) -&gt; Y the separated, by ^ : Wf (i//) -&gt; f the connected

quotient morphism. Now consider the automorphism

m

U r,xc
/= I

such that for (y, u) e Yt x C, 1 ^ / &lt; n with the identification Yt Y Yj

(p(y,u)=(sy9£&gt;lu)eYl+l x C,

while for (y, u) e Yn x C we hâve

; u) := j sy, sMu + AC^)&apos;1 X /(e ~Ày) gFjxC.

We remark that A&quot;I3-JeA/e(P(r), since 0 Tr(/) =/ S^ieA/ in
Q(®Y,y&lt;)lh~&apos;l®Y,yQ&gt; Furthermore note that for (j, w) e Y* x C c Yx x C one has

q&gt;(y, u) (6.V, e^W + KyYf{y)) e Yx x C,

and

ç&gt;*(.p, il) (eky, ek»u + A(e*- ^ EV(eV)\

Thus, since Tr (/) 0, q&gt; has order m, such that we obtain an action of Cm on
Wf (\j/): let 8 € Cm act via the automorphism q&gt;. This action is C+-equivariant, hence

is an affine C+-surface as well, and its quotient morphism is

[y, u\ \r

where [y, u\ dénotes the orbit Cm(y, u) for (y,u) eYt xC.
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Now suppose that / and \i are relatively prime. In that case Cm acts freely on

^(W^i^OXl-^)&quot;1), where a-.= sl &quot;&quot;A&quot; TnÀzloe-Àfe O(Y); hence the

residue map Wf (il/) -» Vf (ij/) is étale outside a finite set, and we can conclude, that
the fibre n~l(x0) has fixed point order \x and multiplicity m: the former is obvious,
since the fibres Q~](yt) hâve fixed point order \i, while for the multiplicity consider
the coordinate function b emXQ near x0 e X. Obviously the function b © [j/ o g
vanishes of order m along {y,} x C for \&lt;*i&lt;*n\ now, the residue map
Wf (*A) -*&quot; Vf 0/0 being étale outside a finite set, it follows that bon has order m

along n~\x0).
Note that under the assumption (ju, /) 1 the surface Vf (\//) is smooth iff / 1;

and this is in particular the case for ja emZ. On the other hand, for / &gt; 1 there is

exactly one singular pont in Vf (ij/), cf. also [6].

1.7. THEOREM. Let V be a connected normal affine C+-surface with connected

quotient morphism n : V-+X, and xoeX a point, such that the fibre n~l(x0) has

multiplicity m ^ 2 and fixed point order \i &gt; 0. Fix a neighbourhood U of x0, such

that there is an equivariant isomorphism n~l(U*) ^ U* x C with U*--=U\{xo}9
together with a finite cyclic Galois covering \\i : Y -+U of order m as in 1.6. Then there

is a regular function f g (9(Y*), where F* :=^r~&apos;(£/*), of trace Tr(/) =0, such that

n~l(U) Vf{\jj) and jj, is coprime to the order l(f jjl) of the isotropy group of the

residue classjoffin Q{(9Y,yo)l^\^ {where m~ofi&apos;-=h&quot;ti(PYfyofor a generator h of the

maximal idéal myocz(9Yyo).
Furthermore we hâve Vf (\jj) Vf (t/0 if and only if the residue classes offandf

in Q((9YyQ)lmy~£ are conjugate under the action of Cm.

Proof We may assume U X and fix b e mXQ and h e myo with hm b as in 1.6.

Consider the fibre product F x^F. At a generic point of {y0} x tt&quot;1^) it
décomposes into m analytic branches. The projection prY restricts to a submersion

on each of thèse branches, and the group Cm acts transitively on them. Conse-

quently the normalization W of the réduction of Y x x V is a normal affine
C+-surface with a connected quotient F, which is obtained from Y by replacing y0
by n points yl9. .,yn, and thèse points, with respect to the induced action of Cm

on F, form one orbit. Thus n \ m, and we may assume eyt yt + for 1 &lt;&gt; i &lt;. n with
yn +, :=yx. From the above considérations we can also conclude, that there are only
finitely many non-principal orbits, i.e., orbits with less than m éléments; so the

quotient morphism W -&gt; W\Cm £ V is outside a finite set étale; in particular, if
q : W-* Y dénotes the connected quotient morphism, the fibres Q~l(yt) hâve fixed

point order \k. On the other hand q has only reduced fibres; so, if we set

F,:= Y*v{yt} s 7, there is by Lemma 1.2, for h e(9(Y) as in 1.6, a trivialization
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t: Yl x C^Y x C^q~1(Yi), which is C+-equivariant if we consider on Y x C the
action t * (y, u) &apos;-=(y, u + th(yY). Since g~l(Yf) is Cm-invariant, we obtain via the
trivialization t on F* x C a Cm-action commuting with the C+-action, which thus
is necessarily of the form e(y, u) (ey, eMu + h(y)Mf(y)) =-(p(y, u) with a regular
function/e0(7*).

Now consider the trivializations t, : Yt x C-+Q~l(Yt) defined by t,(&gt;&gt;, «) :=
el~lx(sl~~ly,stx(l~t)u). Using thèse trivializations we flnd

where Y* x C s (y, u) - (y, u +flJ(y)) e Y* x C with

for 1 ^ / &lt;y &lt;&gt; n. Now by a reasoning as in 1.6 we find that Tr (/) 0 and the

Cw-orbit of the residue class of/in Q{(9Y,yo)lh ~M&amp;yfyo has n éléments. Note that the

fact that the natural map W -+ V is étale outside a finite set implies (/i, /) 1. Thus

we finally arrive at an isomorphism V £ Vftxjj).
Now assume that the residue classes of / and /&apos; in Q(®Y,y()lh~IÀ&amp;Y,yQ are

conjugate under the action of Cm. Evidently it suffices to discuss the two cases
/&apos; -feh-Wy^ and/&apos;= e/. In the first case, since Tr(//-/)=0, we find a

function g €h~^G{Y) with f&apos;(y) -f(y) g(ey) -g(y) for y e Y*. Then the map

Û

induces an isomorphism Vf (\j/) s FJ* (^)-
Secondly, if/&apos; ef, then we can apply the map with

Wfty) Dr,xC3(j,M)H (ey, e»u) eY,xCc: lVf.ty)9

for 1 ^ / ^ «, which again provides an isomorphism Vf (ij/) s K^ (i^).
On the other side every isomorphism Vf(\//) ^ Vf&gt;(ij/) lifts to an isomorphism
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by the naturality of the normalization of the réduction of the fibre product with Y.

Now it is not difficult to see that 5 is a composition of a morphims of the above

type and the action of a suitable power of e either on Wf (ifr) or on Wf (i//); and this
yields easily the reverse direction of the équivalence.

The next step in order to achieve a global classification of normal affine
C+-surfaces is to describe the germs of invariant neighbourhoods of a fibre q~l(Zj)
of the separated quotient morphism q-=p ° n : V^Z. For this it is enough to
consider the case where the séparation morphism p : X-+Z has only one fibre

p ~l(z0) {xl9. ,xr} of order r &gt; 1. Again we use the notation Z* Z\{z0},
X* /?~1(Z*) and Xt X*v{xt}. A generalization of 1.4 is the following

1.8. THEOREM. Let Vt be affine C+-surfaces with connectée! quotient
morphisms nl : Vt-+Xt Z, such that there are equivariant isomorphisms

¥t • V* *=n~l(X*) ^&gt;X* x C (with C+ acting by translation on the second factor)
and V be the resuit of gluing the Vn l &lt;&gt; i &lt;&gt; r, over X* via the maps
W~l o Wt : V* -* Vf. Then V is affine ifand only iffor no two différent indices ij the

transition isomorphism W~l o *Pi \ Vf -&gt; Vf extends to a morphism Vt-&gt;Vr

REMARK. Note that, if the fixed point orders /i, and /i7 of the central fibres

n~l(z0) resp. n~l(z0) coincide, then every extension of W~l o ^ is necessarily an

isomorphism. Hence our condition is satisfied if the Vt are pairwise non-isomorphic
with the same fixed point orders fit of n~\z0).

Proof As in 1.4 the nontrivial part is to show that the condition is sufficient:
Dénote by mt the multiplicity of the fibre n~l(z0) and by \i% its fixed point order. As
above choose a function b g 0(Z) which générâtes the maximal idéal in the local
ring 0ZtZQ and has no other zéros than z0; let Y&gt;= {(z, Ç) e Z x C; Çm b(z)} with
m *=lcm(m1,.. mr) and r«= {(z, Q e Z x C; Çm&lt; b(z)}, dénote by i// : Y -?Z
and ^ : Y&apos; -&gt; Z the morphisms {//(z, Ç) z resp. ^, (z, z. Then according to Th.
1.7 there is a représentation F, ^ WJCmt where W, is an affine C+-surface lying
submersively over its separated quotient Y1. We shall construct a global représentation

V ^ W/Cm, where H^ is an affine C+-surface with separated quotient Y. We
hâve

wl^wï;(ii,l)= 0 nxc,
A: 1

where the Ylk9l ^k &lt; nn are copies of Y\ nt is the order of the orbit
CmJ,&lt;zQ{0Y&lt;J,o)lhrll&apos;OY*jo for the regular function/ on (F)* and Al«=prc|y..
Dénote by S, : F-&gt; F the covering Sf(z, Q (z, ÇÀ&gt;) with Att=m/mt.
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Consider now ^rt^9f(Wt)*^YxytWt \Jnkl^lYkxC with copies Yk,
1 &lt;&gt; k &lt;&gt;nn of Y. In this situation the group Cm acts on Wt such that e&apos;&apos;=e2ni/m

induces on Wt the fibre product of the maps Y-+Y, yh-+zy and (pt: Wt-&gt;Wl9

which both cover the transformation Yl^Yl,y\-^sÀiy. In local coordinates it is

given by

Yk x C 3 (y, u) i-&gt; (ey9 e»&apos;x*u) e7H1xC,

for 1 &lt;&gt; k &lt; nt and

while on ffif Yf x C ^ Y* x C this action is nothing but

Y* x C 3 (y, u) h+ (ey, s^&apos;u -h KiUyW&apos;LiUy))) e Yf x C.

Then we hâve Vl^WljCm. Now let us try to cover the trivializations

yi:K*-*Jf*xCsZ*xC by Cm -equivariant trivializations &amp;t : Wf -&gt; F* x C

where Cm acts only on Y*. To that end choose gte(9(Y1*) such that

//(j) =^/(e;&apos;&gt;;) -gi(y) f°r J e F* - this is possible (at least after shrinking Z a

little bit) with an argument analogous to that in the proof of Theorem 1.7. Then the

map

&lt;2&gt;, : Yf x C -» F* x C

(*«) •-&gt; (;&gt;, A, (8f (&gt;&gt;)) &quot;&quot;&apos;w - S, (S, JO»

intertwines the two actions of Cm.

Now since gt s O( Y1*) is determined only up to a pull back of a regular function
on Z*, we can choose the &amp;t in order to cover the given trivializations ¥*,.

Then patch together the Wn 1 ^ i &lt; r, to PF via the respective &amp;t and 4&gt;y:

Wt 3 ^f F* x C -^-&gt; F* x C &lt;-^- Ff x C W* a Wy

We want to show that W is affine. As a conséquence of 1.4 and the remark
thereafter it is enough to show that no map
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extends to a morphism

for some k, l with 1 ^ k ^ nt and 1 ^ / ^ «,.
Using the action of Cm and the fact that Cm • Yk x C JF, we may extend it once

more to a morphism W^ c» JÎ^. Obviously this extension respects both the action of
C and Cm and thus induces a morphism Vl-^VJ contrary to our hypothesis.

As a conséquence of the vanishing of the cohomology group HX{Z, (9) we hâve

evçntually:

1.9. THEOREM. Let V be a normal affine C +-surface, dénote by q : V -+Z the

separated quotient morphism, let zx,..., zs be the points in Z, near which q is not
equivariantly locally trivial. Then V is déterminée up to equivariant isomorphism over
Z by the germs Vx,.. Vs of invariant neighbourhoods of the exceptional fibres
n-\Zj\ \^j&lt;s.

On the other hand for every finite set of points zl9. zs e Z and prescribed

germs VJ9 1 &lt;&gt;j&lt;s9 of invariant neighbourhoods, there is an affine C*-surface realiz-
ing thèse data and being locally trivial elsewhere.

2. Equivariant compactification and homology for smooth surfaces

Let Z dénote the smooth projective closure of the smooth affine curve Z, fix a
Une bundle L on Z together with a nontrivial section a \ Z -*L.

We use a in order to define a C+-action on L:

C+ xl3(/,x)h4/*jf:=x + ta(prL(x)) e L;

and this action extends to the projectivization M -= P(L x C) of the Une bundle L,
which is obtained from L s P(L x C*) by adding the section at infinity
P(L* x {0}), where L* is L with the zéro section removed. The fixed point set M€+
is the union of the section at infinity and/~ l{Na)9 where/ : M -» Z is the projection
of the P, -bundle M over Z and Na dénotes the zéro set of a. Note that the invariant
curve f~\z) has fixed point order orAz{o).

Now an algebraic C+-action on a complex algebraic surface carries over to its
blow up in a fixed point. Let M be the resuit of successively applying this procédure
to M, with the restriction, that the &quot;modified points&quot; (i.e. which hâve a positive
dimensional fibre with respect to the modification map M -*M) are contained in
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Lc+ Lnf~l(Na). In order to control the above process consider a C+-equivari-
ant modification cp : Mo-&gt;Mof the above type. To each irreducible component Dt
of (f° (p)~l(Na) we can associate three numbers: its self intersection number
at-=D? eZ^0, the multiplicity ^,6^^, of^as irreducible component of a fibre
of the morphism/o q&gt; ; M0-*Z, and the fixed point order ^eN.

Suppose that Mo contains no isolated fixed points and consider the blow up
cp0 : Mx -&gt; Mo of Mo in a fixed point x0. It is contained in an irreducible component
Dx of (/° cp)~l(Na) with fixed point order /i, &gt; 0. If jc0 is not a crossing point of
irreducible components of (/° q&gt;)~1(Ntr), then for /^ — ^(T^o) we nave fl2 ~U
ra2 m, and fi2 fix — l. Note that for /^ 1 and the strict transform Dx of Dx

the différence D2\DX is one orbit. As data for Dx we find &lt;3, a, — 1, mx=mx as

well as jlx= fix.
If x0 is contained in two irreducible components, say /), and D2, of

(f°&lt;P)~~l(Nff) and Z)3 cp^CxoX tnen «3=-U m3 mx+m2 and n3 l*\+l*2&gt;

while for the strict transforms 2), of the /)„ 1 1, 2, we hâve again â,=al — l9

ml mt and fit /it. Note that no isolated fixed points hâve been created in Mx, so

we may go on with Mx instead of Mo.

2.1. THEOREM. Let V be a smooth affine C + -surface andZ^ Sp (&amp;(V)C+) its

separated quotient. Then V admits a smooth C+-equivariant compactification V s M,
where M is an equivariant modification of a C+-surface M P(L x C) of the above

type, and the divisor at infinity D := V\ V contains ail irreducible components of
(p~l(P(L x {0}) uf~l(N(X)), which are not terminal in the dual graph of that System

of curves.

Proof Choose a function/eKer (Z)2)\Ker (D) as in the proof of Lemma 1.1,

and define a e ®{Z) to be the regular function on Z with a o q Df Then the zéro
set Na includes the points zl9.. ,zseZ with exceptional fibre q~l(Zj)9 i.e. q~l(Zj)
is either unconnected or has multiplicity &gt; 1 or consists entirely of fixed points.

Now consider the line bundle L := (9D over Z for the divisor D --= Sj= x ord2 (a)Zj

together with the section a e OD{Z) a M(Z) corresponding to the rational function

1. Then the equivariant map VDf-+Lc\f~l{Z)9 v &gt;-+f(v)(G(q(v))/a(q(v)))
extends to V0&apos;-=q~l(Z0), where Z0:=Zau{z,,... ,zs}; and as a conséquence
of the vanishing of H*(Z, (9) there is a function b e 0{Z0) such that v \~*

(b(q(v)) +f(v))(cr(q(v))/a(q(v))) extends even to an equivariant morphism
g:V-&gt;LczM, which restricts to an isomorphism g~l(Z*) ^*Lnf~\Z*) for
Z**=Z\{zl9...9zs}.

Let us now turn to the construction of an equivariant modification q&gt; : M -*M,
such that g factors through M via an open embedding g : V -*M. The centres of the

séquence of blow ups q&gt; is composed of will lie over L nf~l(Na); so we may replace

M with f~l(Z) nL and since the problem then is local with respect to the separated
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quotient Z, we may assume that there is only one exceptional fibre q~l(z0) and V
has a représentation V ^ W\Cm as in the proof of Th. 1.8, where W is a smooth
affine C+-surface without multiple fibres and with a separated quotient Y which can
be realized as an m-sheeted cyclic Galois cover i// : Y-+Z having only one ramification

point y0, situated above z0 and of order m.
Let us first consider the case m — 1, i.e. V —W. We hâve W (J&apos;= xXt xC/^

as in the discussion preceding Prop. 1.4 and may assume f~l(Z) r\L £ Z x C

where feC+ acts by / * (z, w):=(z, m + th(z)n). Then we hâve g(x, w)

(p(x), h{p{x))n~^u + bt{p{x))) for (x, w)6l,xC and functions 6t e G(Z) satisfying
the relations

where of course \Xj
&lt; n for 1 &lt;j &lt; r. We hâve the following two possibilities: Either

n \ij for somej, in which case/^ bt — bj e&amp;(Z) implies r 1, cf. Prop. 1.4, and

g already is an isomorphism, or n &gt; \Xj for everyy: Then g(q~l(z0)) is finite and we
hâve g( {xt} x C) g( {*,} x C) if and only if n - \i, - ntJ &gt; 0 with »v := - ordZo(/;7).
Dénote by fix : Bl-^B0&apos;=Z x C the blow up of i?0 in ail the points of g{q~l(z0)), let

F be the strict transform of {z0} x C in Bl and ^ — ^f^gd^} x C)), the exceptional

fibre over g( {xt} x C), set B\ -.= Bx\F u Ex u • • • u Êt u • • • u Er. Since the pull
back of the reduced idéal sheaf of g(q~l(z0)) is an invertible sheaf, the morphism
go-.= g :W^B0 ZxC lifts to a morphism gx : W-+Bx with ^(^ x C) c ^ for
1 &lt; i &lt; r.

Now an easy computation shows B\ Z x C equivariantly with the action
t * (z, w) (z, w + th(z)n~l) on Z x C, so we corne across the same alternative:
either gilg-i^) : gï~l(B\) ~+B\ is an isomorphism or we may apply the same

procédure as previously. Doing this where ever it is possible we obtain a second blow

up B2-*BX such that gx factors through a morphism g2 : W-+B2. After at least n

steps this process becomes stationary, and gn : W -&gt; i?w is an open embedding.
Let us mention some détails we will need later:
The images gk({xl} x C) and gk({Xj} x C) are either equal (iff k &lt; n - \l3 - ntJ)

or disjoint (iff k &gt; n - ju, - «„); and gk({xl} x C) is a curve iff /c ^ « — ^ iff g*. |^ x c
is an open embedding. Consequently the dual graph of the System of irreducible
curves lying over {z0} x C is a tree emanating from e0, the vertex corresponding to
F, the strict transform of {z0} x C, and having the vertices el9 1 &lt; i &lt; r, corresponding

to the closures gn({xt} x C) as terminal points. Note that the path from et to e0

consists of n — \it edges and after exactly nJt ntJ — fi, + \i} edges it joins the path
from e} to e0.

Let us now deal with the gênerai case: The morphism g : V -? Z x C induces
a Cm -equivariant morphism g:W-+YxC, which is the composition of
\j/*(g) :V-=Y xzV-+Y xC^Y xz(ZxC) and the reduction-normalization
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morphism W -tV. Now let us carry out the above construction for g : W -+ Y x C.
We obtain modifications fik : Bk -? Y x C and liftings gk:W-+Êk. The blow ups Êk

inherit a natural Cm -action, and the morphisms gk are necessarily Cm -equivariant.
Now take the quotient mod Cm of the final step gn : W^Ên and obtain thus an

open embedding gn : V s W/Cm -»/?„ &apos;=Ên/Cm9 where 2?M in every case is a normal
analytic or rather algebraic space. Since V is smooth, the singular points of Bn lie
outside gn(V) and being isolated they are fixed point of the C+-action. Now choose

B as the minimal C+-equivariant resolution of Bn9 and take g : V-^B to be the

lifting of gn. The composed morphism B-*Bn-*Z x C is as a modification of
smooth surfaces a séquence of blow ups, and from the construction it is clear that
B\g(V) consists of ail non-terminal irreducible curves lying over {z0} x C together
with the terminal curves in the linear subchains of the dual graph of that System of
curves which resuit from resolving the singularities of Bn. D

Let us return to the gênerai situation we started with in the beginning of this
section. Dénote by V M an equivariant compactification of the above type and let

BlJ9\ ^i £ rj,l &lt;j £ s dénote the closures in V of the irreducible curves in V above

Zj e Z, 1 &lt;&gt;j &lt; s. Let S be the strict transform with respect to (p : V M -&gt; P(L x C)
of the section at infinity P(L x {0}), Fx,.. Ft the fibres of points in Z\Z with
respect to the map/o q&gt; : V-+Z, while Fj is the strict transform off~1(zJ) in V.

Let us dénote by Ekj, k eIJ9 the irreducible components of(fo(p)~l(Zj) différent
from Fj and the BlJ9 1 ^ i &lt; rr

The following diagram shows the weighted dual graph of (V\V) u \JtJ BtJ for a

surface V with one exceptional fibre q~1(zï) (^n F)u(2?2n V)9 Bt&apos;=BlX and

separated quotient Z C*. The triples (m, fi, a) indicate the multiplicity, fixed point
order and self intersection number of the corresponding curve.

^(1,0,0) £.(1,0,-2)

1,-3) E2(2, 1, -2)
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Let us now as a first application compute the singular homology of F: Dénote

by mtJ resp. nkj the multiplicity of Bl} resp. Ekj in the fibre (/° &lt;p)~x{Zj\ set

w/«=gcd(w1-/,.. .,mrjJ).

2.2. THEOREM. With the above notation the intégral singular homology groups
of a connectée smooth affine C+-surface V are given by

4 0;

Z&apos;withr=i;=1(r,-1), 2;

0, &lt;?&gt;2.

The following corollary is a generalization of a resuit of Rentschler, which
describes algebraic C+-actions on the affine plane, cf. [5]:

2.3. COROLLARY. Every acyclic affine C+-surface V is equivariantly iso-

morphic to C2 endowed with an action t * (z, w) (z, w + /?(z)0 /#r S0me nonzero

polynomial p(z) e C[z].

/. The vanishing of H2(V) yields that q : V -+Z has connected fibres, while

J/,(K) 0 means that they ail hâve multiplicity 1. On the other hand, HX{Z) 0

implies Z ^ C. Thus, by 1.2 and 1.9, F is determined up to equivariant isomor-
phism by the fixed point orders /^ of the fibres q~l(Zj)9 l ^j £ s. Hence V is as

given with p(z) «= II; =l(z -Zj Yk D

of 2.3. Since F is Stein, we hâve Hq(V) {0} for q &gt; 2. Dénote by

D-=V\V the divisor at infinity.
Relative Poincaré duality applied to the pair (F, D) yields Hq(V) H4~q(V, D);

so we hâve to consider the following part of the long exact cohomology séquence

of(V,D):

H2( F, D) c, H2( F) -H\D) -+ H\ F, D) ^ //3( F) - 0,

where we hâve used H\V) s /f!(/)) and H\D) {0}.
Furthermore //2(F) s //2(F)* as well as H\D) ^ i^2(/))*; and //2(F) is freely

generated by the homology classes of the curves S, Fu Ekj,keIJ9 BtJ, 1 ^ i&apos; &lt;&gt;

rJ9

\&lt;j^s, while H2(D) has as a base the homology classes of S,FX,... ,Fh
Fi,...,FA,EkJ9keIJ9l£j£s.

Now replace [Fj ] e H2 (D) with ^ «= [FJ - [F, ] + Sjt e /, w*,[^J in order to obtain
a new base of H2(D). Then for the image a* € H2(D)* of a linear form a e H2(V)*
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we find

a*([5]) a(

where the third row is a conséquence of the fact that the fibre Fx is homologous in
V to Fj + 2^n^ +1?= m^,.

Since H\V) ^HX(V) ^HX(Z) is free, we thus obtain

//3(f,/)) shx{Z)®zl-le© z sjy,(z&gt;e© z
7=1 7=1

and i/2(f, D) is free of rank rk H2(V) - (rk #2(/)) - / + 1) i;= lrJ-s. D

For the compilation of the first homology group at infinity we recall some
gênerai facts: For a &quot;good&quot; neighbourhood (with respect to the complex topology)
U of the divisor at infinity D (JJU i Dk we hâve H?(V) HX(U\D), and Z) is a

strong déformation retract of U.

Thus the exact séquence

H2(U) &gt; H2(U, U\D) &gt; HX(U\D) &gt; HX(U) &gt; HX(U, U\D)

H2(V,V\D) H,{D) HX{V,V\D)

H\D)

together with the fact, that the first homomorphism identifies éléments of H2(D)
with linear forms on it using the intersection product on F, leads to the isomor-

phism

where for a matrix A e Z(/I&apos;rt) we dénote by {A the submodule of Zn generated

by the row vectors of the matrix A. Let Ay dénote the intersection matrix of
[Fj\\[EkJ\9keIj and arrange a base of H2(D) in the forai [S], [Fx],..., [F7],FF
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With respect to that base the intersection matrix ((Dk • Z&gt;/)) takes the form

a
1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1 0 •••
0

: 0

0

A

0

0 1

0

0

0 ••• 0

0

0

A2

0

where a S • S — ?lsj= ordz (a) is the self-intersection number of S.

Now we can easily prove

2.4. THEOREM. Every connected affine C+surface V is connected at infinity
and its first homology group at infinity is of the form

s

H?(V)^HX(Z)@ 0 Tj
j= i

with a torsion module T} associated to every fibre q~l(Zj), 1 &lt;j &lt; s, near which the

separated quotient q : V -&gt;Z is not an equivariant product.

Proofi V is connected at infinity, since the divisor at infinity D V\V for an
equivariant compactification as above is connected.

An easy exercise in linear algebra using the shape of the intersection matrix
given above shows that

Z&quot;/((Dk • D,)) ^Zl&apos;l

7=1

since HX(Z) ^ Hx{Z)®Zl~ l, it remains to show that Tj&apos;.= ZrkAj/(Aj) is a torsion
module for 1 &lt;j&lt;,s.
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Consider for fixed j the submodule M c H2(V) generated by the (linearly
independent) homology classes of F}\Ekj,k e/,; Bip\ &lt; i &lt;&gt;rr We hâve M
ZÇ®M0, where Ç =z[FJ + I,keIjnkjEkJ + i:r/xlmlJBlJ] and Mo is generated by the

[£*,], £e 7, and [5J, 1 £ i £ r,/
The intersection form is négative definite on Mo and £ • M 0. So the intersection

form is négative definite on every submodule Mx of M, which does not contain
a non-zero multiple of £. That applies in particular to the submodule Mx generated

by[Fj]\ [EkJ]9 kelj. Since A3 is the associated intersection matrix, the claim follows
immediately.

Finally we want to compute the torsion module T — T} more explicitly in case

that ail the components BlJr\V,l^i^r := rJ9 of the fibre q~l(Zj) hâve multiplicity
mtJ 1. Let Br=BtJ and p&quot;l(Zj) {*,«=*„; \&lt;&gt;i&lt;&gt; r).

For a first discussion of T we deal with the gênerai case of arbitrary multiplic-
ities and consider the tree in the dual graph of D u Bx u • • \j Br emanating from

Let (fo (p)~\zj) FuBxw - &apos;uBruEr+iW - -uEq and dénote by

eo,el9... 9er9er+l9... 9eq the corresponding vertices in that tree.

As in the introduction dénote by at the self-intersection number of the curve
represented by et (so a, is the weight of the vertex et in the weighted dual graph of
the fibre (/&lt;&gt; &lt;p)~l(Zj) c+ F), by mt its multiplicity as irreducible component of the
fibre (/o cp)~l(Zj) c^ V and by \it its fixed point order. For keI-= {0,..., q} let

Ik--={i el\{k}; et and ek are the common end points of an edge}, and set

- I eteL
ielk

for ksi. Then T £ L/Lx with the submodule

i-1 i«r + 1

Furthermore, the fact that [Fx] • [C] 0 for every irreducible component C of the
fibre (fo (p)~l(Zj) together with the homology Fx ~ F + S^œ i mlBl + £f=r+1 mlEl
yields the following relation for the self intersection numbers at :

We turn now to the spécial situation that the fibres n~~l(xt) Bt n F, 1 ^ / ^ r, are
reduced. Then by the construction of M according to the proof of Th. 2.1 ail
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multiplicities m, equal 1, so the weight ak oïek is up to sign the valency of the vertex

ek in the dual graph.
Let us write i ^j for ij e /, iff e3 lies on the (unique) path from et to e09 and for

i g/\{0} dénote by /(l) the unique index such that el{X) is the immédiate successor
of et on that path; define i(y) by induction: i(v + 1) i(v)( 1) so far as it makes

sensé. Dénote by atJ e N the number of edges in the path from et to e0 one has to

pass before reaching the junction point with the path from e} to e0.

If v W is of the form

r

W= ()X,xC/~
l= 1

with the identification

I,xCb (jc, u) - (jc&apos;, u&apos;) e Xj x C o x x&apos; and u&apos; h(p(x)yj ~^u +ftJ(p(x))

as in Prop. 1.4, then, according to the proof of Th. 2.1, we hâve

% nJt ntJ -fr+iij
for i #/ Using that notation we arrive eventually at

2.5. THEOREM. If z3 is a regular value of q, then the torsion module T Tj is

of the form T^Zr+l/(A) with the matrix

A

0 1

1

i

in particular, ifakl aeH^x for every pair (k, l) with k ^ /, there is an isomorphism

1 lLra 1&amp; lLa

Proof We consider the homomorphism

c0, • cr) h&gt; coeQ + £ c,v,

since ^ obviously is onto, it suffices to prove Ker(^) (A).
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For L0*—{LieIclei\ ltie/cl=0} we hâve L Zeo®Lo and L0 T,keI Zvk, where
the only relation for the generators vk is ^keivk 0- So we find
(0, 1,..., 1) e Ker {$). Furthermore for i e /\{0} we hâve

ei(\)-ei Z *&gt;*&gt;

such that for i e {1,. r} one finds with n as in the proof of Th. 2.1:

I ^v 0 \k&gt; i(v)

r

£ (n-fi,- alk)vk mod L,
k= 1

- Z ^^

since et e Lx for 1 &lt; / &lt; r, this gives 1, alX,. air) e Ker (^).
Now let us turn to the other inclusion Ker (\jj) c (A ): For (c0,..., cr) g Ker (ij/)

there exist a0,. &lt;xq e Z with

or equivalently

Co^o~ Z a^f ao^o- Z 4k17* + Z
/=1 k=\ k=r+\

where the coefficients a0, — cl9.. — cr, ar+,,.. &lt;xq are determined by the left
hand side up to a common summand. On the other hand, since the right hand side

is in Lo, we hâve c0 — Z^= j a, 0; so we can write

r / r
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so by comparmg coefficients one finds

for some a e Z and 1 &lt; k &lt; r. In the whole

r
(co,...,cr) Z a,(l,0d,...,O + /l(O, 1,..., l)e&lt;^&gt;

with X — a + Z&apos;= a^/j, — «). The explicit formula for the case akl — a for
every fc, /e{l,...,r},fc#/ now follows easily with elementary methods of hnear

algebra.

Addendum : While proofreading I learnt about the papers of J. Bertin, which are

closely related to our subject; they are listed in the références without numbermg.
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